HONGKONG—MACAO
There is no lack of goodwill on either side—indeed, the
air positively vibrates with Anglo-Chinese rapprochement
—but are we really communicating with each other at
all? Beaming at our hosts we exchange words: 'England',
'China', 'Poetry', 'Culture9, 'Shakespeare', 'International
Understanding', 'Bernard Shaw'—but the words merely
mean, 'We are pleased to see you.' They are just symbols
of mutual confidence, like swapping blank cheques. Never
mind. It is all in a good cause. So we move from table to
table, trying to say something to everybody, and our faces
ache with smiling. One smiles so little, it seems, in the
West. For a newcomer to China the muscular effort is
enormous,
We had just time to change our clothes for the party
which was being given by the Admiral and the Consul-
General in a luxury flat over the Bank. The Admiral is in
command of all the gunboats on this part of the Yangtze
River. His hobbies are photography and collecting Chi-
nese vases. ('I don't know if it's Ming, Sing, Ting, or
Wing—but I like its shape.') Hankow is full of British
naval officers, most of whom are parted from their ships
by the Wuhu boom: they lead an unnatural, widowed life
of office-work, polo-playing, gossip, and drinks, ruled by
a meaningless but unexacting discipline which demands
only that they shall wear the correct uniform at certain
hours of the day. We like nearly all of them very much
indeed. 'You're idealists,' they tell us, 'but you can't alter
human nature.' A few of them come into the Consulate
regularly for their meals. Auden plays to them on the
piano. They teach us new songs and the ritual of 'Cardi-
nal Puff'.
The Admiral, with his great thrusting, naked chin (he
detests beards) and the Consul-General, looking like a
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